Introduction
The success of todays Internet is largely t o the vast amount of contents available a t no cost t o users. Internet traffic measurements have shown that content access is the dominant service in todays Internet [l] . As the number of users in the Internet increase, so as the number and diversity of contents. However, todays networking protocols and devices do not meet the needs of the content related services. Current services on the Internet are limited t o those in which a connection is established based on the IP addresses of the machines.
The dominant routing protocols in the Internet such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) are capable of routing packets based on IP addresses [2] . However, these protocols have no knowledge of which server (IP address) is suitable for a particular content.
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In the present Internet architecture, it turns out that being IP-smart only is not being smart enough. In addition to being IP-Smart, being content smart is quite beneficial in various circumstances. To appreciate the benefits of content aware networking, we will examine a scenario where a portal site has more than one content server managed through a Domain Name Server (DNS). Current DNS implementations return IP addresses, of multiple servers with same domain name, in a round robin scheme. DNS has no knowledge if these servers have different processing capacity and/or load. This scheme is clearly inefficient as compared to the one in which a DNS returns the IP address of the server which is either less congested or one that is more appropriate for that particular content type.
Content delivery is an another important issue in which a content aware network is more beneficial. The network can route different type of contents among different routes and reserve resources without the user or application level signaling. For example. if the network is aware of voice as the content, then it can route it along a prioritized path as well as reserve resources accordingly. The emergence of end-to-end IPSec while accessing content in the Internet is posing some unique challenges t o this trend. Many of the areas mentioned above have issues in common. We will address these in order t o develop a complete understanding of content aware networking and challenges in realizing it in the Internet. Furthermore, the previous work for realizing content related services is scattered, and different areas have been addressed independently, in a manner that it is difFicult t o draw a relationship among them. 
Content Service Model

Content Storage and Content Request Distribution
The enormous increase in the number of users and con- Locality Aware Request Distribution (LARD) scheme [5] considers the locality of the requested content and the load distribution on back-end server at the same time and, therefore, gives a much higher throughput than any of the schemes used in currently available commercial products. While LARD scheme focuses on the static content, HACC Architecture [6] also takes dynamic content into account. In HACC Architecture, the front-end server is termed as smart router whose function is t o identify one of the back-end servers that should satisfy an incoming request and then routing the incoming request t o that particular server.
One potential problem with a cluster architecture is that the front-end requires as much networking resources as collectively required by all nodes, which may render the front-end t o be network bottleneck [7] . For example, TCP handoff procedure which limits the number of states that can be maintained at the front-end. A new scheme, as shown in Figure 2 . is being proposed to distribute the intelligence of the front-end router t o back end servers [7] . In this model, an incoming content request can be received by any server in the cluster. Each server will determine which server is suitable in terms of load and content type match so that it can hand off the request. This requires that all servers communicate with each other through a protocol t o learn the status of other servers. The advantage of this scheme is that there is no bottleneck front end as every server share the incoming load. However, a new protocol is required between servers which might increase trafFic load as well as mod- 
Content delivery and Content distribution
Even though content delivery and content distribution refer serving contents t o customers, we observed a small difference between them. It is becoming common t o use content delivery when a content is served directly t o customers. However, content distribution refers t o distributing content from one server t o multiple servers (mirror sites) located at different locations. It is becoming a common practice that content is pushed or stored close t o the customers, which means that content servers are distributed at the edges of network. There is much debate between content caching and distributed content servers in terms of efficiency, which is out of scope for this discussion.
Multicast content delivery
One of the problems with multicast content delivery is 
Content aware routing
Content routing pertains t o directing the request t o the most appropriate server with intelligence closer t o the client [lo] . The first part of content based routing is that which server(s) has the content. Once a server is identified then the node closest t o user can find out how to route the request. A simple scenario of content based routing is shown in Figure 3 . which consists of a client, a network and a single server distributed as S1 and 52.
The server distribution may be non-overlapping or it may be complete duplication (often referred t o as mirroring).
. . 
Multicast content distribution
might be much slower than some other server in case of fully duplicated (mirrored) content.
As we pointed out earlier, content distribution is between A commercial product that attempts to address the concontent servers. Recently, reliable multicast has been proposed t o distribute contents especially between content servers with in the realm of a web portal. As the content servers are distributed and moved closer t o the edges of a network in order t o reduce the latency, we see that reliable multicast is being used t o push the content from one server t o all other servers. In addition, it can also be used t o deliver any reliable content t o a group of users such as stock information. It is expected that content distribution, as the killer application, will facilitate tent routing problem is Ciscos DistributedDirector [ll] . properly. an accurate extraction of metadata from the content itself is also of primary importance.
Location aware content services
Location aware content services might answer the ques- will limit the number of content aware networking ideas that can be used.
Conclusions
Content aware networking is becoming an integral part of content rich Internet, as networking moves from routing (layer3) t o applications and services (layer7). It is becoming critical that the network understands the dominant content related services that it is being used for.
We explained, why the current IP smart paradigm does not meet the needs of the emerging content rich Internet. We believe that CSPs are an integral part of the content service model and we expect this model t o continue as long as diversity and loosely managed content structure are retained in the Internet. Content delivery and distribution are often associated with multicast and we see that these applications will usher widespread multicast deployment in the Internet. Content routing has scalability issue in a global internet, however it can easily be applied in a web portal realm. I t is certain that a content aware Internet is beneficial t o both users and network/content providers as the number and diversity of the content increases in the Internet.
